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Ford Madox Ford: No More Patades and the Modernist Approach to
Punctuation

The famous literary collaboration between Joseph conrad and Ford Madox Ford,at
the tum of the last century was important not only because of its actual output, but
mainly in terms of the'new form it introduced. Both writers embarked at th6
beginning of their period of coauthorship, which lasted from 1898 to 1908, on a
quest for new ways to express the new reality they had been witnessing. :,i

Sociery around them was undergoing major changes at the time, and to
represent this process faithfully they believed the novel required a New Form, that
is, a perfect blend of fo'rm, content, pattern, language and technical devices that
would create something unique, where a single word or even a single conrnra might
hold the meaning of a whole work.

Language had to be sinrple, it had to give the reader the impression:of the:real.
flow of life, it had to be the language used. in small' and very close social groups by
cultured men ar.-d women, it had to be "the vernaculat of an extreme quielnesi that
would suggest someone of some refinenrent talking in a low'voice near the ear,cjf
someone else he liked a good deal"t. Simpliciry was to be attained through: a
meticulous search for Ie mot juste and an alnrost musical rhythm - with the use of
repetitive sentences and words which are 'morphedt one into the other as the
narrative goes on.

Even aftei they had ended their'collaboration both Conrad and Ford penisted
in their quest fot the simple language, the perfect form. ,,,r

ln No More Parades the simpliciry, "the vemacular of an extreme quietness", is
also achieved through the use of exiessive punctuation. Punctuation has indeed.a,,
special character of redundance, its use follows a non-codified system, as :an.
infraction to a syntactical codified system of meaning,. so as to achieve a greatei,
stllistic freedom. Indeed, the infraction itself becomes the messagd

'while 
in what is now considered a manifesto of Modernist prose, that is James

Joyce's Ulysses, the forrnal dissolution of a,text and its fo.llowing recompositiou andl
reorganization is sometimes achieved through the deletion of punctuation ih
interior nonologues, in Ford's work the formal dissolution is achieved through
redundance. And whereas in Joyce the deprivation of meaning and its subsequent
restoration is created by using redundance, alliterations and repetition of words, in ,
No More Parades this deprivation is produced by redundant and repetitive
punctuatiorl.
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The new connec,tions,, which inJoyce's prose.are provided by the imaginary
association of words, in I'tro More Parailes are often introduced in the fomr of ellipsis
(or, suspension points). ,These ellipses either constiture periods in which the
nartator's, mind,wande,n away.from his narrative, only to retum later with a
different textual occurrence, or, as in Sylvia Tieqjens's nronologues, function as
non-linguistic elements thanks to which a non-linguistically expressed occrurence
tritrnrphs over the text, thus becoming an essentid part of the narrative.

I have chosen to proceed by sanrpling and to divide the discussion on Ford's use of
punctuation into two sections, one foctsing on interior monologues and the other
on didogues. Although the use of punctuation in both nury seem very sinrilar there
are dso some interesting difference

Monologues

Anacolution - that is ellipsis dots - is used to emphasize a shift in a character's line
of mind or to provide continuity,between dilferent textual occurrences. However,
to stress the'characterfs quest, or his search for meaning, Ford often combines dots
with colons. In the following examples dots and colons are placed almost at the
center of the passege, isolating a' brief'sentence.

The first passage contains three semantically. connected sentences. Suspension
points provide a transition &om the first sentence to tbe second; . colons are used
within the second sentence; and a simple full stop comes between sentence 2 and 3:

. : Settling down out theie, a long.way away, up,against that impassable
barrier that stretched from the depths of the ground to the, peak of hearen

' Intense dejection: endless rnuddles: endless follies: endless villainies. All
:': these men given into the hands of the most cynically care-ftee intriguers in

The suspension points represent a moment of reflection, an inner pause to form an
opinion on the action. Tietjens describes his currerit feeling and explains its causes.
Here colons stand for consequential gateways in the process of finding meaning in
the situation he and his men are left in. From "intense dejection" - which is
senanticelly tied to the previous sentence - to'"muddles", which in turn leads to
ilfellig5't and to "villanies", wi arrive at '1All these men given into the hands of the
most cynically care-free intrigtrers" - the third sentence, which is semanticallv
connected to "villainies'
' Also in the 'second example dots provide continuity berween iiifferent
occlurences, aird here, too, colons are trsed to denote the stages of formulating a
thought:

He wondered what was his own motive at the moment. Why had he
asked the general that? . , . The thing presented itself as pictures: getring
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, down bulkily from a high French train, at dawn. The light picked out for
you the white of large hunks of bread - half-loaves - being handed out to
troops themselves invisible. , , . The ovals of light on the hats of English
troops: they were mostly West Countrymen, They did not seem to want
the bread much. . . A long ridge of light above a wooded bank then
suddenly, pewasively, a sound! . . . For all the world as, sheltering from
rain in a cottager's wash-house on the moors, you hear the cottager's
clothes boiling in a copper. . . Bubble . . . bubble . . . bubbubbub . . .
bubble . . . Not terribly loud - but terribly demanding attention! . . . The
GreatStrafe!  . . .

' The general had said: [...] (No More'Parada 289)
Here ellipses take on a double. value: On the one hand they connect di{Ierent
textual occurrences, serving as links in the seemingly illogical stream of Tietjens's
thoughts and surfacing memories. On the other, they are used to introduce a break,
a parenthetical thought. The whole text from "The thing 'presented itself as
pictures" to "The Great Strafe" represents such a thought+.

Some twenty pages in chapter 3, p"tt I (84-105), are srrucrured in a similar
way. Christopher is recollecting all that happened during the night, and is also
trying to sum up his relationship with Sylvia. Ellipsis dots mark a point where
external action intrudes on Christopher's line of thought, thus affecfing its course: .,

he might sa1 she had gone mail. But, if he said she had gone mad he would
have to revise a great deal of their relationships, so it would be as broad as
i twaslong.. . .  r '

And here, following the suspensiori points, is where the outside world intemrpts
Christopher's recollection:

The doctor's batman, from the other end of the hut, said:
"Poor- O Nine Morgan! . . . " in a sing-song, mockingvoice. . . .
For though, hours before, Tietjens had appointed this moment of physical
ease that usually followed on his splurging heavily down on ro his creaking
camp-bed in the doctor's lent hut, for the cool consideration of his
relations with his wife, it wis not tuming out a very easy matter.

(No Morc Parailu, S6-87; mf italici;

The words pronounced by the doctor's batman - preceded and followed by ellipsis
dots - cut Tietjens interior monologue into two sections. In the first he considen
the two men talking on the other side of the hut. In the second; following a long
digression about the doctor's batman and McKechnie, he goes back to analyzing his
relationship with Sylvia.

Yet in other situations, ellipsis dots that split sentences and mark a structural
break are used to allow for e pause in the face ofan unexpected intuition:

And why was he in this extraorilinary state? . , . For he wa in an ixtraordinatlt
s&te. It was because the idea had suddenly occurred to him that his parting

from his wife had set him free for his girl.
entereil his hea.il.
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The idea had till then never

christopher's sudden int'ition not only changes rn. :Tl#':?fffff:ffil:ifh1
the perception of his own redity. Dots here srress Christopher's bewilderment, as if
he were still confused, tvaking fronr a dream, or a nightmare.

Christopher's mind is constandy engaged in evoking long-past . events,
feverishly bouncing back and forth, ftom past to present. Fragments of battle scenes,
voices and ndmes are connected by dots which, while separating the various
'o'icurrences, create different narrarive levels as in the following excerpt:

Fragments of scenes of fighting, voices, nariies, went before his eyes and
e*s. Elaborate problems. . . .

Tie{ens' mind is bombarded by seemingly disconnected images (Fint Level):
The whole nrap of the embattled world ran out in front of him - as largb

. as a field. An embossed map in greenish papier milcht - a ten-acre field of
embossed papier mhchi:

Now the present bunts in with the image of the dead soldier (Second tevel):
with the blood of O Nine Morgan blurring luminously ovir it.

And back to past scenes (Third Level):
Years before . . . How many montlu? . . . Nineteen, to be exact, he had sat on
some tobacco plants on the Mont de. Kats. . . . No, the Montagrre Noire.
InBelgium. . . . What had he been doing? . . . Trying to get the lie of the
land. . . . No. . . . Waiting to point out positions to some fat honre general
who had never come. The Belgian proprietor of the tobacco plants had
arrived, and had icreamed his head offover the damaged. plants . . .
Bttt up there you saw the whole wan . . .

This ellipsis introduces a dramatic pause (Fourth Level):
Infinite miles away, over the sullied larid [...]

(I'{o More Parad.a, 308; my italics)
Before turning our attention to punctation in dialogues, I would like to close the
andysis of its use in interior monologues with a couple of passages in which Sylvia is
the protagonist.

Invariably, in Sylvia's monologues dots emphasize her confused state. Her
frenetic mind rushes between overlapping, halGformed images burdened with
anxiety. Especially in the first excerpt ellipsis dots stress the intense toiling of Sylvia's
panicking mind at the prospect of meeting Christopher: all of her thoughts are
unfinished, separated by dots and with no apparent continuiry:

She was trembling. . . . She looked, fumblingly opening it, into the little
mirror of her powder-box [. . .1 . , . Drake - the possible father of Michael

- had given it to her. . . . The first thing he had ever given her. She had
brought it down to-night our of defiance. She imagined that Tietjens
disliked it. . . . She said breathlessly to herself; "Perhaps the damn thing is
an ill omen. . . . Dreke hed been the first man who had ever . . . A hot-
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breathed brutel . .. In the little glass her features were chalk-white . . . . She

looked like. . . she looked like . . . She had a dress ofgolden tissue' . . .

The breath was short between her white set teeth. . . . Her face was white as

herteeth.  .  . .  And. . .Yes! Near ly!  Her l ips.  '  .

Suspension points, tosether with sentences such Y':#il:7:;'e"i i;:*xffi
who had ever", "hot-breathed brute", "The breath was short between her teethll, ,
"her lips", create en atmosphere ftilI of sensuality and violence that are veryt mUchll,

p"rt oi Sylvia. At first reading, Sylvia's monologue might seem disjointed and,

rnissing some gnvoiced words. Yet we soon learn that fhe dqts, besides.',.

demonstrating Sylvia's confusion at that moment; chatge the sentence with added r
power, more-than the presumedlwords they replace could. Indeed, the dots make

the omitted words stand out.
The second monologue recalls the death of the white bulldog, and is perhaqs ,

the one that demonstrates best the complexities 6f Sylvia's mind, her anger and'

resentrnent. Dots here serve as a device that switches back and forth between ,

Christopher and the dog and thus express transferred emotions. The pauses between:

images of the dog - white and fat - and of Christopher - just as white and fat I
stress the similarities between the two and clarifr the real target of her violent fury;:r',,,

"And got the rhinoceros whip and I lashed into it' . ' ' There's a pleasure,;

in lashing into a naked white beast. ' Obese and silent. . ' Like

Christopher; . I thought Christopher might. . . . Thatnight" . - Itwent'

through my head. . . . It hung down its head., . . A great head, room for a

whole British encyclopcdia of misinformation, as christopher used to put ,

i t . . . . " (No More Parades 796)

Notice also how the ellipsis dots help Sylvia switch from her heail to the dog's heail

and to Christopher's head.
In the third of Sylvia's monologues we can see how the nrain firnction of

ellipsis dots is to substitute words otherwise unutterable and of course unprintable,,

fhis, by the way, is a recurrent. feature of all her interior monologues. And, again;

by leaving out the unprintable words - which are often associated with sex - Ford,j

creates a stronger lmpact: ','ir
The room where they were dancing was very dark ' . . It was queer to be

in his arms. . . . t...] In his arms! . . . Ofcourse, dancing is not really . ..i
But so near the real thingl So near! "Good luck to the special

intention! . . . " She had almost kissed him on the lips . . . . All but! ",i
'EfiIeurer', the French call it. . . . t...] All these months without' . .IvIy
Lord did me honour . . . (No More Parades,235)

Aud one should not try to interpret Sylvia's omissions as residual Victorian
propriety. The omissions in her case are fully, and maliciously, intentional, and

serve to portray more graphically than words the scenes evokcd in her mind.
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Dialogues

The use of punctuation, ellipsis dots in particular, in dialogues is in large part similar
to its use in nronologues. However, in dialogues these dissolutions, the pauses, the
suppressions, and their graphic rendering - dots - are ofien signs of a possible
"aphasia" - that is, the inability ro express or comprehend 'verbal signs'.

There are "expressive aphasias", "receptive aphasias" . and ..amnesic

aphasias".The latter are particularly interesting to us in that aphasics of this kind
display disturbances of selection of lexicon, they seem ro have forgotten words,
verbal fornrs, all antonyms, a.nd they pause trying to recall missing words, just as
characters often do, or seem to do, in No More Parailes.

. I said 'possible aphasia' since these pauses are at times acrually fabricated by the
character himself or herself. They are the signs of a feigned reserve and unease.

In his long interview with christopher, General campion seems troubled by the
embarrassing situation: dots stress his 'pretended' reserve and discretiorl when he
refers to Christophers's and Sylvia's private afhirs:

"An ofticer's private life and his life on parade ere as strategy to tactics . . .
I don't want, if I can avoid it, to go into your private affairs, It's e).tremely
embarrassing. . . . But let me put it to you that . . . I wish to be delicate.
Btrt you are a nun of the world! . . . Your wife is an extremely beautiful
woman. . . . There has been a scandal. . . I admit not ofyour makipg. ... ."

(No More parades 297)
Yet, clearly, campion's meditated palrses express not only his discreet
embarrassment, but also his wish to drop hints regarding christopher's and Sylvia's
mor4l, behavior. Notice how dots connect the phrase "Your wife is an extremely
beauti{irl woman" to "There has been a scandal".

Ellipsis dots are also used to build up.expectations. In part I, during the, at
times; hilarious dialogue between christopher and Levin, going up and down the
hill, dots are skilfully used to dreate a sense of expectation, sometimes by
substituting Sylvia's frame, which leaves Christopher, and us; with th;
misconception that the person waiting in General campion's car, must be
Valentine:

"No. not inbed.. . .  NotwithaV.A.D.. . .  Oh, danrni t ,  at the
railway station. . . .With . . . The general sent me down to meet her . . . .
and Nanny of course was seeing off her grandmother, the Duchesse.

. The giddy cut she handed me out. . . ."
(No More Parades 67)

While in situations where either Christopher or Campion are present ellipsis dois
stand for.an assumed social discretion, in Sylvia's case they are caiefirlly planied with
an intent to hurt Christopher.
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Around rhe dinner rable with christopher and sgt. cowley, she addresses thesergeant and leaves key sentences unfinished - for ch"ristopir.r( L.""nt, of course,in order to tease him and embarrass him:
He [some hypoth'etical oIficer] knows how a'the men are feelihg . . .But not whar the married 'worrr"rrihir,k . . .

Such as herself, surelv.
orthe.. . thegir l . . . . "

Hinting at Valentine.

[,..] "of course he [the hypothetical soldier, but hinting at christopher]

:11{ 
never be going to ses his only soir again, so it ;.fieS fri* ,"rrririrr.l

This is an indirect threat aimed at christopher: she might deny him the right of
.seeing his son:

"The o{ficer at paddington, I mean. . . .,,
Planting a pause in order t appraise christopher,s reacrion to the wordPaddington.

"It's quite a nice place fBirkenhead, where ihe made Christopher believeshe 
.would go into peimanent retreat] . . . but I should not think ofstaying there for ever. . . ." ;

As a last exampre o1 ,1. use of punctuation ,'I:^*:;:^"y#:,lt'-Xlrl 'Jjlpractically link sylvia's interior- monologue to'her .orru'.rr"tilr, il:c;J;marking a transition from th-e real dialoguJt. fr., ,fro"gf*;iilrl;. -
Frere, too, dots serve Sylvia as substitutes for wJrds wlth sexual reference inorder - puqposely - to give'them ad.ditional ;J;r. ';;r"" i., i, l"tbrant, fierywoman' full of viorent emotions, bur arso'"r il"*"rrrr1. a;^;;; nor wanr roredeem Sylvia fullv and forgive her sins *"a ,.n.rrrlr-:-Ji ;;.;;uld argue thatshe deserves any punishrnrnt she yslt g.t - yet the brief glimpse we get of hertorrnbnted soul may make us feel shershoirrd be granted another chance _ a chanceshe would most likerv botch (beeause she is'inde"J lfr;;ah.iir'"t.,""y, 

uu*i.rgitself out", as Emerson would put it; wherex christopher, j*st rike Ashbumham, is"the fine soldier, the excellent iandlord [...] the upright,.the honest,,s):"They said of him. ...-..He w", ,li"y, ,i"njp ;;;;ilj;". .,.'.."or, u"o,molt-rer of God , . .lf"', my husbani.. . . It,s not e sin. . . . Before mid_
fCh!. . . . Oh, give me a sign. .. . . Or before . . . lh. r;;;#;;hostilities. . . . If you give. rie i sign I coulcl *.ir.,,-.-. 

":':,ff;l,n.i

virtuous Scotch students, and broken-lown gentry. .-. . a"a women takenin adultery. . . . All ofthem. . . . Like. . . youknowWho. . . .Thatis hismodel. . .  . "  She said to herself : . .Curse ir i " l - . ' . ' .  i ' f , "p+; i i t . ,  i t . . . .

J#".,:n*o 
the only thing he tt irrk, .bout is the beastly a"li, ilt ,,i"rnrg

(No More Parades 177-17g; Ford's italics)

\
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Aud finally, retruning to my.introcluctory proposition, namery that Ford,s nse ofpunctnation in No More 
.paratres isiurt as tvtode-irt 

"r Joy."', i' ulyrres, I want toadd that while 'Mollyts thoughl folo# one anorher o' th. pa,ge , withotttintemrptions or prur.r, ..placini the 'classic' t"*t 
"rrd 

providing a livery image ofher consciousness and feelings, Sylvia's churning mind is pr.s.rit"d to us throughplenty of intemrptions 
".rd 

pa,ts.r,. elfectively bringing ,rr'.lor", io th. scor.hingflanre of her passion.


